Modern Business Runs on SD-WAN
As hybrid workforces become the norm, business leaders are increasingly turning to SD-WAN solutions to provide reliable access to cloud-based critical resources, while maintaining user experience and ensuring business continuity. SD-WAN enables and simplifies branch networking, improves application performance, and facilitates faster cloud on-ramp for optimal access to SaaS and UCaaS applications.

Security is No Longer an Option
The challenge? Most SD-WAN solutions do not include the application layer security needed to protect against today’s threats, leaving you vulnerable. And having a solution with multiple boxes to manage is not only expensive, but has more points of failure. It’s critical for today’s IT leaders to identify a solution that ensures a strong security posture at all edges. Secure SD-WAN provides the security you need with reliable connectivity and performance for cloud and SaaS applications. According to a recent study* 60% of companies cite network security as a critical component when selecting an SD-WAN managed services provider.

(*2021 State of SD-WAN Study by Altman Solon)

The Spectrotel Advantage
Nationwide, Quality Connectivity with Full Application Layer Security
With Spectrotel’s Secure SD-WAN service with gateways you can ensure a robust user experience and get the peace of mind knowing you have the best security in the industry. Powered by Fortinet Secure SD-WAN, Spectrotel’s Secure SD-WAN provides nationwide quality connectivity and full application layer security to internet and cloud-based applications all through a single device. Transform your business with a future-proof solution that broadens the security measures that are increasingly critical in today’s IOT-centric business environment, providing a migration path to ZTNA and SASE.
The Spectrotel Difference

Leveraging more than 25 years coordinating and managing disparate carriers and networks, Spectrotel is pioneering the Next Generation Aggregator provider class to source and integrate best-in-class components and uniquely craft comprehensive integrated solutions. We dig deep to understand specific business requirements and take an expansive approach to recommend the optimal technology mix to minimize risk, optimize resources and technology, and modernize the enterprise.

Enjoy the benefits of SD-WAN cloud optimization with full UTM in a single device.

Decrease costs and streamline operations with a single box solution for networking and security – reduce device costs, administration platforms and points of failure

Eliminate downtime through quality-based SD-WAN routing across diverse broadband channels

Reduce latency and enhance UX with geo-redundant gateways that provide access to multi-cloud applications at the largest peering points at the core of the Internet

Improve security monitoring – FortiAnalyzer portal offers comprehensive security analytics as well as network performance

Pay for what you need – Spectrotel owns the gateway and manages the flow of traffic through it to right-size your connections and minimize your cost

Best security in the industry – Fortinet’s secure SD-WAN solution delivers the most robust threat protection in the industry, including Layer 3 through Layer 7 security controls not commonly found in other SD-WAN firewall solutions

Features and Benefits

Secure One-Box SD-WAN Service with Gateways

For more information on Secure One-Box SD-WAN Service, contact
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